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The theoretical roots

From the 1980's onwards, on the basis of a set of inter-directly or indirectly related disciplines, some conceptual elements had been emerged and strengthened which were favorable for the birth of the multiple disciplines common set of "learning regions" concept. Human Resource Management directed attention to empowerment, which is based on trust while is giving room for creativity (Bakacsi, 2004). According to research of the innovation process, the essential element of the innovation process is interactive learning (Lundvall, 1992), which takes place within the framework of evolving interactions between actors. Strengthening the regional dimension indicates the acceptance of the challenge that in order to solve problems and make concepts and plans for the future - beyond the sectoral approach - territorial, regional considerations and interests are needed to take into account and to enforce them (Rechnitzer, 1993). Unique highlight is given to the emergence of direct democracy. In terms of the learning region concept, one of the most important ideological background is the bottom-up theory (Ray, 1999), the bottom-up development. Similarly significant impact on the regional development of thought in reliance on internal resources is the concept of endogenous development. Strengthening of globalization process brought along with the increasing role of local knowledge, especially latent, tacit knowledge which is strongly related to locations. Collective learning is of great importance in shaping of the learning region concept. The relative interpretation of the geographical situation has changed: instead of the importance of closeness to certain centers the access to geographic locations has been the centre of attention. According to Castells in the 'Information Age', instead of 'places in space, the space of places' we are witnessing the processes of 'flows in space, space of flows' (Castells, 2005). Learning activities taking place in terms of learning region in the area of learning space are primarily made up of learnings are displayed in interactions. Learning appears as a key building block in the connection system of those organizations which are capable learning. In the course of evolving cooperation, in network relations learning processes are taken place. The knowledge transfer, knowledge sharing, creation of new knowledge happen along the strands of networks in the non-formal and informal learning
processes. Connection points in the networks can be considered as the birth places of the new knowledge (Erdei, G. –Teperics, K. 2014)

The above concepts and correlations provide a theoretical framework for the learning region idea. Among other things, the regional science, innovation theory, management science paved the way to the birth of a new concept, which by adjusting the emphases of new scholarly approaches is leading to the born of a new structure, a new quality using the same building blocks. The appreciation of local knowledge and the role of the local economy, grassroots initiatives, creativity and a broader interpretation of innovation, the importance of implicit knowledge in terms of competitiveness, the role of the partnership in the development of a particular area, were already known before the learning region concept has emerged. By linking these elements and rearranging emphases the emerging learning region concept created a new quality (Benke, 2013: 204).

Although the new-born concept resulted several debates among the researchers for years (see the summary of Hassink, 2007), up today, all the challenges it has faced, both the regarding theoretical debates and empirical experiences provided us with a very rich source of information and knowledge, which resulted a great support and a solid basis for the development of our country-study.

**The Learning Region**

The history of the term 'learning region' goes back to the 70’ and to the 90’s of the last century. The interpretation of the term varies according to the professional background of the authors operating with 'learning region' from different aspects of different sciences. Rooting in various disciplines is leading to the fact that the term covers a variety, a diversity of theoretical concepts of the learning region. The authors of the term are significant researchers and professors of geography, geographic economy and innovation studies. All the different concepts of the learning region theories emphasize the importance of partnership and cooperation between stakeholders in a given region, the key role of universities as innovation partners, the utilization of local knowledge and the support of bottom-up activities, so that the concept of learning region easily became a flagship of the university-based region/city development activities, the lifelong learning movement and offered an appropriate environment for research projects targeting local development with a wide range of regional instruments (Benke, 2014c). Different authors represent certain distinct periods and phases of the history of the learning region, therefore they display various aspects of the topic and draw the reader’s attention to different sides and activities related to the rich and rather broad learning region concept.

Referring to some of the most important interpretations, according to Florida (Floria, 1995), learning within and between organizations represents an essential element of the learning region and learning regions are the repositories of knowledge and ideas. The innovation is based on the interaction between economic actors, who are socially and regionally embedded (Morgan, 1997). The learning regions are development coalitions based on regional

The learning region concept represented a major promise for the development of lifelong learning policy support as it had a strong influence on the development processes. Among others, R3L+ project (Regions and its relationship to Lifelong Learning), TELS (Towards a Learning Society), PENR3L (PASCAL European Network of Lifelong Learning Regions) represents attempts to utilize the message of the learning region concept in the development process of lifelong learning. According to a survey carried out in 2004, there were huge differences in the number of learning regions in Europe. While in Germany the survey reported on 5000 learning regions, in the Netherlands (218) and France (185) a much smaller number of learning regions were registered, according to the survey. Difficulties concerning the application of the learning region concept in the development process can be demonstrated by the case of the Learning Regions Network in Germany. Germany has launched appr. 80 projects in the framework of the Learning Regions Network conducted between 2001-2008, and only half of them has become "sustainable". According to experience the objectives and content of the learning region concept did not met always understanding and were not always well-received by the interested decision makers.

The Learning City

In spite of the fact, that the term 'learning region' was rather flexible since it’s first appearance, the failure of some large development project and the changing policy environment could not ensure a supporting environment for learning region projects any longer and required a new, more easily "digestible", more concentrated spatial approach for the development works, which led to the emerge of the learning city concepts. A very important policy issue contributed to this shift from the region level to the city level: as the concept of regional equalization has lost its dominance in the regional development policy, large cities with strong university connection - like regional poles -, came into the focus of policy interests as the new targets of regional development, and as an evidence of this process, learning cities came in place of learning regions both in policy and project level.

In 2009, Germany launched the "Learning in Place" program, which indicates the intention of the increased involvement of local stakeholders and local partnerships in the development processes. Indicating the appreciation of the role of 'place', in the level of development policy there was a shift from the elusive, difficult to interpret learning region concept towards a more manageable, easily 'digestible' context area, in which the locality and spatial determinations are especially of great importance.

A number of international development projects have directed on cities (Pallace, TELC, PASCAL Learning City in 2020), which projects are intended - among other things - to develop the "learning performance" of cities, to support the development of lifelong learning by creating multilateral relations between the cities, to develop learning communities and
sustainable learning cities, and to support the management of major future challenges of cities (Longworth and Osborne, 2010). Famous samples as learning cities had represented the development projects, like Liverpool, Southampton, Espoo, Gothenburg, Adelaide, Victoria and Beijing. Researchers emphasize that the learning city is not equal to "smart city" nor a "stakeholder society" (Longworth, 2012). Hungarian participation has been displayed in the learning city projects, as Pécs has been involved in the development activity of PASCAL (Németh, 2014). The prominent role of universities in the learning city projects can be considered as one of the most important feature of these projects.

Projects covering more narrow spatial area than a region, like city-size, city-focused projects, seems to be more appropriate for employing direct policy-led development projects in a network of cities with similar targets and challenges.

The Learning Community

In recent years, along with the continuation of the discourse on learning regions and learning cities, growing attention is being paid to learning communities, as well. According to the 'classic' vision of the learning community, it implies close co-operation of the local economy, local schools, colleges, universities, professional associations and local government to ensure that the community is a pleasant, livable place for members of the community in all aspects (Longworth, 2012). Faris offers the interpretation of the generic term “learning communities” as a nested concept of social/cultural learning with an expanding scale of learning environments. He identifies the following learning communities: virtual global learning communities, learning communities of place, learning organisations, academic learning communities, communities of practice and learning circles, virtually placed them in a nested ‘Russian Egg’ (Faris, 2006). Another concept, based on a system approach, starting from the controlled systems is reaching the alive learning systems, deals with the learning communities by considering the principle of sustainable development essential for the future (Clarke, 2009).

It seems, that one of the most recent approaches of the EU tries to grasp and interpret the political messages and mission of the learning region to become more understandable and more 'digestible'. The scientific background of this approach does not refer to regional development nor to regional innovation models. It does not indicate the possible or desirable range of education and training partners. The learning communities are evaluated on the basis of how the members of the communities work together and as they utilize the resources of the communities. Non traditional, new, innovative partnerships have an important role in the formation of learning communities. Regarding this new approach of the EU, all kinds of learning - from the first steps to the highest standard, from the formal to non-formal and informal learning - is viewed as valuable and which enriches the community. Interest and capacity of citizens related to learning considered as the most valuable resources of the learning community (Gejel, 2012).
The Learning Cluster

Hassink points out that – since there are different clusters in a region - if we are planning to develop a learning region strategy, at first it is necessary to understand those learning processes that take place in the different clusters in the region. In order to avoid the difficulties of learning regions, there was a shift from the concept of the learning regions towards a less normative and more process-oriented concept, the concept of the learning clusters.

According to this proposal (Hassink: 2007, p. 265), „the learning cluster concept is able to bridge the gap between regional learning - which increasingly crosses the borders of regions and nations due to the globalisation of production networks - and the learning region strategy, which focuses on the regional SMEs active in a variety of different clusters with different characteristics”.

It is the advantage of the learning cluster to be less sensitive to the political and administrative boundaries than the learning regions.

Conclusions /messages

The terms learning region, learning city and learning community often are not clearly separated from each other in the literature. However, there are certain elements, building blocks of the concepts, even citing learning regions (LR), learning cities (LCi), learning communities (LCo) or learning clusters (LCl), which can be considered constant elements and factors. All these concepts emphasize the importance of partnership, cooperation and interaction between stakeholders in a given spatial frame, the key role of universities as innovation partners, the utilization of local knowledge and the support of bottom-up activities in the regional development processes. At the same time, all these spatial units own special characters which make possible to distinguish them from each other.

According to my hypothesis, which is based on research I continued on the learning regions and the learning communities in the project, learning communities may represent the initial point, the “germ” to the formation, to the development of learning regions. Based on the presentation of different approaches to the learning communities, I assume, that the existence of learning communities may form the necessary but not enough condition to the birth of a learning region. I suspect that each learning community types - depending on the type - can contribute - in varying degrees - to the formation of learning regions (Benke, 2014a).

The learning region concept has a major positive impact on many scientific areas, including education. It draws attention to the importance of inter- and multi-disciplinary approach in research.

The research on 'Learning Regions in Hungary' raised the possibility that not only the universities can play a key role in eliminating the serious differences in the level of regional
development and in supporting the birth of learning regions, but also secondary education, particularly secondary vocational education.
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